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October 14, 2021
Chancellor Meisha Ross Porter
Department of Education
Tweed Courthouse
52 Chambers Street
New York, New York 10007

Dear Chancellor Porter,
We are writing to you to express our opposition to the planned removal of all geographic priorities in high school
admissions in Queens. Eliminating the borough priority for Queens high schools will UNDERMINE student
achievement and quality of life for Queens students, producing even more overcrowding and/or forcing more
students to undertake 2-3 hour daily commutes with few benefits for Queens students. As we will outline below,
Queens is already in an untenable situation because the DOE has failed to build enough high schools in the borough,
creating severe overcrowding in our high schools and already forcing12,394 students to undertake lengthy commutes
(often 2-3 hours per day) in crowded subways and buses to attend high school in another borough because there are NO
available seats in Queens. While this clearly undermines academic achievement, the pandemic has shown that the DOE
is currently putting these students’ health and even lives at risk. We don’t need to add to these figures.
Queens high schools are by far the most overcrowded schools in NYC. Using data from the latest Blue Book, Queens
High Schools are operating at 112% of capacity. Enrollment in our high schools exceeds targeted capacity by 8,849
seats. (Please see attached Exhibit A.) Queens high schools are so overcrowded that nearly one-quarter of them, in
particular our large high schools, must operate in shifts. Another 12,394 Queens students must commute to other
boroughs to attend high school because there is not sufficient space in Queens for these students. That is, there are
89,634 high school students who reside in Queens but only 77,240 high school seats in Queens overcrowded high
schools. (Please see attached Exhibit B.) These 12,394 high school students have NO CHOICE – they must undertake
the 2-3 hour daily commute to another borough to attend high school.
Queens needs 21,243 high school seats (8,849 plus 12,394) to accommodate Queens students, well above the 6,685 the
SCA cites in its current 5-year capital plan. The Chancellor’s Parent Advisory Council (CPAC), the Queens High School
Presidents’ Council, and Queens PEP members have urged the DOE and SCA to build more high schools in Queens for
at least a decade, but the SCA has been exceedingly slow. It’s current five-year plan calls for the construction of just 4
high schools with 6,685 seats to be completed by September 2028, meeting less than one-third of the current need and
ignoring the current construction boom in Queens. Little wonder that most Queens high schools are restricted to Queens
students. There is little room to absorb students from other boroughs. Currently, 96%* of students who attend Queens
high school reside in Queens.

Queens high school students also faces some of the longest commutes (1-2 hours daily) simply to attend school within
the borough. Requiring students to attend high school outside the borough can lengthen commuting time significantly, to
2-3 hours daily. Queens is a transportation desert. Many of our students’ homes and many of our high schools are
located far from subway lines, meaning significant portions of students’ commutes require excruciatingly slow bus rides.
If geographic restrictions are lifted on Queens high schools, every Manhattan student who hops on a subway for 15
minutes to attend a high school in Long Island City or Astoria may force a Queens student to commute 2-3 hours/day to
attend school in Manhattan, Brooklyn, or the Bronx. Such lengthy commutes may impact students’ attendance;
academics; ability to complete homework; physical and mental health; and ability to participate in afterschool
programming, clubs, and sports. The pandemic has made clear that forcing students into overcrowded high schools and
overcrowded subway and bus lines may put their health and even lives at risk. Have we learned nothing from the past
year?
Queens students gain few benefits from eliminating the geographic priorities for Queens high schools, but many students
will face severe costs. Geographic priorities for Queens high schools should not be lifted until AFTER the DOE and SCA
build the desperately needed 21,243 additional high school seats in Queens.

We would greatly appreciate the opportunity to discuss this topic with you further.

The Chancellor’s Parent Advisory Council

Approved at the October 14, 2021 CPAC meeting
Cc: First Deputy Chancellor Donald Conyers, Deputy Chancellor of Early Education and Enrollment Josh Wallack,
Chief Strategy Officer Edie Sharp, Deputy Chancellor Adrienne Austin, Chief Academic Officer Linda Chen, Deputy
Chancellor of School Planning and Development Karin Goldmark

*NYC Department of Education, Office of School Planning, Queens High School Data Summary, 2021-2022 Strategic Planning Data Consideration, p. 7.
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